The *-product defined by Loday and Quillen [17] on the additive K-theory (the cyclic homology with shifted degrees) K Ã A for a commutative ring A is naturally extended to a product (*-product) on the additive K-theory K Ã for a differential graded algebra Y d over a commutative ring. We prove that Connes' B-maps from the additive K-theory K Ã to the negative cyclic homology HC À Ã and to the Hochschild homology HH Ã are morphisms of algebras under the *-product on K Ã . Applications to topology of Connes' B-maps are also described.
functions from a compact manifold X to the complex number C (see, for example, [19, 6.2.9 . Example]). Therefore, one may expect that the Chern character ch n X K n A 3 HC À n A or the Dennis trace map Dtr X K n A 3 HH n A becomes a map with value in the de Rham (singular) cohomology of some manifold (space) by replacing the algebra A with an appropriate object concerning with the space.
Hochschild and (negative) cyclic homologies can be extended to functors defined on the category of commutative differential graded algebras (DGAs) over a commutative ring (see [8] , [11] , [4] ). In particular, if we choose the de Rham complex X Y d of a simply connected manifold X as the DGA, the Hochschild and the negative cyclic homology of X can be regarded as the real cohomology and the real T-equivariant cohomology of the space of free loops on X respectively (see [8] ), where T denotes the circle group. However, in algebraic K-theory, we can not expect such an extension. What is``Ktheory'' which addmits an extension to a functor on the category of DGAs and in which there is a commutative diagram corresponding to (0.1)? We can consider the additive K-theory K Ã A (see [6] ) as``K-theory'', which is isomorphic to the positive cyclic homology group HC ÃÀ1 A. Let 0 be the isomorphism form K Ã A to HC ÃÀ1 A defined by Loday and Quillen in [17] and independently Tsygan in [21] . Tillmann's commutative diagram [20, Theorem 1] connects the dual of the Dennis trace map with the Connes Bmap by the dual of the isomorphism 0 X K Ã A 3 HC ÃÀ1 A when A is a Banach algebra. Therefore it is natural to choose the Connes B-map B rr X HC ÃÀ1 A 3 HH Ã A as a map in the additive K-theory corresponding to the Dennis trace map in algebraic K-theory. The Connes' B-map B rr X K Ã A HC ÃÀ1 A 3 HH Ã A has a natural lift B, which is also called Conne's B-map, to the negative cyclic homology HC À Ã A. Moreover functors HC Ã , HC À Ã , HH Ã and the connecting maps can be extend on the category of DGAs by using the cyclic bar complex in [7] and [8] . In the consequence, we can obtain the following commutative diagram corresponding to (0.1) in the category of graded modules:
0X2
where is a DGA. We propose a natural question that whether the diagram (0.2) is commutative in the category of graded algebras, as well as the diagram (0.1), under an appropriate product on K Ã . To answer this question, we extend the *-product defined by Loday and Quillen [17] to a product on the additive K-theory (the cyclic homology with shifted degrees) of a DGA, which is an explicit version of that of Hood and Jones [11, Theorem 2.6] . Since the product is defined at chain level, we can see that Theorem 0.1. The diagram (0.2) is commutative in the category of graded algebras when the product of K Ã is given by the *-product. Let M be a simply connected manifold and LM the space of all smooth maps from circle group T to M. By using the Connes' B-map B rr , we consider the vanishing problem of string class of a loop group bundle LSpinn 3 LQ 3 LM. In the consequence, a generalization of the main theorem in [14] is obtained when the given manifold M is formal (see Theorem 2.1).
We also show that the algebra structure of HC À Ã can be described with the *-product on K Ã via Connes' B-map B X K Ã 3 HC À Ã when the DGA Y d over a field k of characteristic zero is formal. This fact allows us to deduce the following theorem.
Theorem 0.2. Let X be a formal simply connected manifold. Then
as an algebra, where I X H Ã LXY R HH ÀÃ X 3 K ÀÃ X is the map in Connes' exact sequence (1,1) mentioned in x1 for the de Rham complex X with negative degrees and Ru is the polynomial algebra over u with degree 2. The multiplication of the algebra on the right hand side is given as follows; w Ã u i 0 and w Ã w H w Á BIw H , where Á is the cup product on H Ã LX Y R. In particular,
As for the algebra structure of H Ã T LXY R, the above results cover [13, Theorem 2.4 ]. This paper is set out as follows. In Section 1, we define the additive KTheory K In Section 2, we will describe the applications of Connes' B-maps B and B rr which are mentioned above.
x x x1. The *-product on K Ã Let Y d be a commutative differential graded algebra (DGA) over a commutative ring k, v i 0 i , with unit 1 in 0 , endowed with a differential d of degree À1 satisfying d1 0. We assume that differential graded algebras are non-positively graded algebras with the above properties unless otherwise stated. We recall the cyclic bar complex defined in [7] and [8] . The complex gu À1 Y b uB is defined as follows:
where
Note that the formulas bB Bb 0 and b 2 B 2 0 hold, see [7] . The negative cyclic homology HC À Ã , the periodic cyclic homology HC per Ã and the Hochschild homology HH Ã of a DGA Y d are defined as the homology of the complexes guY b uB, guY u À1 Y b uB and gY b, respectively. Since a DGA in our case has negative degrees, the power series algebra gu agrees with the polynomial algebra gu, similarly, guY u À1 guY u À1 . We define the nth additive K-theory K n Y d of a DGA Y d to be the n À 1-th cyclic homology HC nÀ1 Y d which is the n À 1-th homology of the cyclic bar complex gu À1 Y b uB :
Unless we note the differential d of a DGA in particular, K n Y d will be denoted by K n . We define a product (*-product) on the complex gu À1 Y b uB as follows:
where Á is the shuffle product on g.
Proposition 1.1. (i)
The *-product induces a degree 1 map of complexes gu À1 gu À1 3 gu À1 which is associative. (ii) The *-product on the cyclic bar complex defines an associative graded commutative algebra structure on K Ã . In [7] , to give an A I -algebra structure to the graded k-module gu, E. Getzler and J. D. S. Jones have defined a sequence of operators B k X g k 3 g of degree k and have clarified relation of B k , B kÀ1 and the shuffle products on g. In particular, in order to prove Proposition 1.1, we need the following formula representing the relation of the operator B 2 , Connes' B-operator B X g 3 g and the shuffle products.
Lemma 1.2. ([7, Lemma 4.3])
There exists an operator B 2 X g 2 3
g of rank 2 satisfying
The definitions of B 2 (see [7, page 280]) and B enable us to deduce that, for any elements z and z H in g, 
We will prove that *-product is a map of complexes. Since the differential b is a derivation under the shuffle product on gu À1 , by the formula b B B b 0, we have on additive k-theory with the loday -quillen *-product
On the other hand, by the formula B B 0, we have
By j1 u
Àj
Thus we can conclude that
(ii) To prove that the *-product defines a graded commutative algebra structure on K Ã , it suffices to prove that, for any elements x x i u Ài and y y j u Àj in Kerb uB, there exists an element
for any k ! 0. We will verify that
are factors of the required element. Since equalities by i ÀBy i1 and bx j ÀB j1 x j1 hold, it follows that, if k ! 0,
from the formulas (1.2.1) and (1.2.2). We can check that equality b3 À1 B3 0 x 0 Á By 0 À À1 jxj1jyj1 y 0 Á Bx 0 holds in a similar way.
We define Connes' B-maps B rr X K n À3HH n and B X K n À3 HC In study of the cyclic homology theory, it is often useful to consider the reduced theory. To prove some theorems below, we will use the reduced additive K-theoryK
where X k 3 is the unit. The reduced additive K-theoryK Ã is a direct summand of K Ã because the exact sequence 0 3 gku À1 3 gu À1 3 g " u À1 3 0 of cyclic chain complexes is a split sequence.
on additive k-theory with the loday -quillen *-product 
For the rest of this paper, unless otherwise mentioned, we will assume that any DGA Y d is a commutative algebra over a field k of characteristic zero, connected and simply connected, that is, È i 0 i , 0 k, We can obtain a lemma by using Proposition 1.4 and the idea of the decomposition of cyclic homology due to Vigue¨-Poirrier [22] . V , is the unique derivation of degree 1 defined by v " v and is the unique derivation of degree À1 which satisfies j V d and 0. Here " V is the vector space with " V n1 V n . We here mention that the double complex induces the complex emu À1 Y u with a product defined by The following lemma will be needed to prove that KÂ is a morphism of algebras.
(ii) Let W be a subspace of gm consisting of the elements whose first factor have even degree: W f i a i 0 Y XXY a i k i P gmjdeg a i 0 is even g. Then Â3 Á 3 H Â3 Á Â3 H for any element 3 H in W and any element 3 in gm, here Á in the left hand side and right hand side are the shuffle product on gm and the natural product on em respectively.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that identities Â ÂB and 
where deg jY k j deg x ks 1deg x 2 1, 3 Ã 3 H 0 for any elements 3 and 3 H in K Ã kxax s1 , and (ii) when deg y is odd,
Proof. By Proposition 1.6, the suspension map S XK Ã 3K
ÃÀ2 is trivial. From this fact and Connes' exact sequence (1.1) obtained by using " instead of a DGA , it follows that the map I X g HH ÃÀ1 3K
Ã is surjective and that the kernel of I is the image of B rr I X g HH ÃÀ2 3 g HH ÃÀ1 . Thus we can conclude that K Remark. In Theorem 1.9, the elements jY k and k correspond to the elements x j 3 k and yy k in [15, Proposition 1.1(ii)], respectively.
As mentioned before Proposition 1.3, the algebra K Ã does not have an unit. SinceK 0 is non zero in general, the algebraK Ã may be have an unit. However, the results of Theorem 1.9 (i) and (ii) enable us to conjecture that the reduced additive K-theoryK Ã does not have an unit for any DGA either. The first assertion in the following proposition is an answer to the conjecture.
(
Since sm consists of elements whose factors have an element in , it follows that "
By virtue of Proposition 1.7, we can see that
From Proposition 1.10 (ii), Theorem 1.9 (i) and (ii), we can conclude that K Ã has trivial algebra structure if and only if the homology of Y d is generated by one element with even degree.
x x x2. Applications of Connes' B-maps B rr and B Let M be a simply connected manifold and LM the space of C I -free loops on M. When an SOn-bundle P 3 M over M has a spin structure Q 3 M, the string class "Q, which belongs to H 3 LMY Z, is defined as an obstruction to lift the structure group LSpinn of LQ 3 LM to d
LSpinn, for details see [18] . Here d
LSpinn is the universal central extension of LSpinn by the circle. One of important properties for the string class "Q is the fact that the class "Q is the image of 
where p 1 is the first Pontrjagin class of the bundle P 3 M, ev X LM Â S 1 3 M is the evaluation map and S 1 is the integration along S 1 . Let G be a linear Lie group and $ X Q 3 M a G-bundle over M. Let Ch p1 $ be the Chern character of the bundle $. The higher string classesC p L$ p ! 1 (see [2] ) in H 2p1 LMY C defined for the LGbundle L$ X LQ 3 LM has a similar property to the ordinary string class "Q. Indeed, the pth string classC p L$ is the image of À2% À1 p p1 p3Ch p1 $ by the map S 1 ev Ã . As mentioned in the introduction, in the study of the problem of whether the map S 1 ev Ã is injective, the Connes' B-map B rr X K Ã M 3 HH Ã M H Ã LMY R plays an important role. We will have the following theorem which is a generalization of [14, Theorem 2] . We may call a simply connected manifold forml if its de Rham complex is formal (see [10] ). 
